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Rules of Play

Introduction
For over a century, the Mogul Empire has
watched over the Indian subcontinent.
Gifted in organization and administration,
the Moguls oversaw a truly modern India: a
nation defined by its unrivaled progress and
prosperity.
With a focus on social unity and open trade,
India’s economic and political power took a
leading role on the global stage. Through this
unexpected strength, India demonstrated
its value to the world, but this same
might and wealth now threaten
its collapse.
Instability and unrest plague
the courts, as governors and
sycophants alike squabble
over petty concerns. In light
of this discord, the Grand Mogul
has begun to search desperately for
leaders worthy of carrying India into
a new age. Old loyalties vanish in the
face of greed, but the opportunity to
forge new partnerships has never been
more ripe.
You are a member of the Mogul nobility,
and are competing for the approval
of the Grand Mogul, the loyalty of
his advisors, and the wealth of the
provinces. Master the dance of intrigue
and keep your opponents guessing
while you make your move. The court
is yours to influence, and the future of
India is within your grasp.
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Game Overview

In Taj Mahal, players visit the 12 provinces of India. Each province is identified on the game board by a unique color and pattern based
on real cloth patterns from the region. During each visit, players take turns playing cards to increase their influence or leveraging that
influence to gain rewards. The game ends after all 12 visits have been completed, and the player with the most points wins.

Components

105 Palaces
(5 colors, 21 of each)

12 Province Tokens

96 Influence Cards (4 colors,
21 of each; 12 colorless)

4 Prestige Cards
(double-sided)

24 Advisor Tokens
(double-sided;
4 types, 6 of each)

16 Bonus Tokens

1 Game Board

Before Your First Game
Before your first game, assemble the crown, pedestal, and
first player marker as shown below:
1 Crown

1 First Player Marker

1.
Crown

5 Scoring Markers
(5 colors, 1 of each)

2.
Pedestal

1 Pedestal
1.

2.

3.

First Player Marker
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Setup

5. Place Province Tokens: Place the “12” province token
faceup in Agra’s province. Then, randomly place one
province token faceup in each other province.

1. Choose Colors: Each player chooses a color and takes the
score marker and all palaces of that color. Then return all
unused score markers and palaces to the box.
2. Prepare Game Board: Place the board in the center of
the table. Then, place each player’s score marker on the “0”
space of the score track.
3. Create Supply: Sort the advisor tokens by type and place
them near the board. Then, place each of the four prestige
cards faceup near the board.
4. Place Bonus Tokens: Place the Taj Mahal bonus token on
the city of Agra. Then, randomly place one bonus token
faceup on each diamond-shaped city.

6. Deal Influence Cards: Shuffle all the influence cards and
deal six to each player. Then, place the deck facedown near
the board.
City of Agra

Taj Mahal
Bonus Token

Diamondshaped City

7. Determine First Player: The youngest player is the first
player and takes the first player marker.

Members of the Imperial Court
Each court member appears as art on influence cards and has a matching token type:

The Grand Mogul, who
oversees all of India.

The monk, the Grand
Mogul’s personal spiritual
advisor.

The merchants of the
province, represented by a
symbol of their status: the
revered elephant.

The princess, who counsels
the Grand Mogul on social
affairs.

The general, a veteran of
several military campaigns.

The vizier, a political
minister wise beyond his
many years.
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Playing the Game

Taj Mahal is played over 12 visits, in which the court of the Grand
Mogul tours the 12 provinces of India. During each visit, players
take turns either attempting to influence the court or withdrawing
from the visit. You gain rewards and score points through careful
planning and strategic timing of your withdrawal. After all players
have withdrawn, the visit ends and players prepare for the next
visit. When the twelfth visit is completed, the game ends.

Preparing for a Visit
Before starting a visit, follow these steps:
1. Populate the Court: To indicate the current province,
place the pedestal underneath the lowest-numbered province
token on the board. For the first visit of the game, this is the
“1” province token.

Player Turns
During each visit, players take turns in clockwise order starting with
the first player. During your turn, you must either influence the
court or withdraw.

Influencing the Court

To influence the court, add one card to your row by playing it from
your hand faceup in front of you. Each card in your row shows one
or more court members and contributes to your influence with them.
During your first turn of a visit, you can play any color card (red,
yellow, green, or blue) to start your row. During future turns this
visit, additional cards you add to your row must match the color
of the first card in your row.
Each time you influence the court, you may also add one colorless
card to your row, but a colorless card cannot be added to a row
by itself.

Next, for each empty advisor seat, take the missing advisor
token from the supply and place it in its seat.
OR

Finally, if the crown is not already in its seat, place it there.

OR

Colorless Cards

The province token seat
The crown seat and advisor seats
(the pedestal) moves during play.
are in a corner of the board.

2. Set the Display: Based on the number of players, draw
influence cards and place them faceup in a line near the deck.
2 Players: 3 cards

4 Players: 7 cards

3 Players: 5 cards

5 Players: 9 cards

If there are no cards left in the deck, shuffle the discard pile and
place it facedown to make a new deck.

Open Information
The number of cards in a player’s hand and claimed tokens
are open information. Once claimed, tokens stay in front
of you and cannot be claimed by other players. There is no
limit to a player’s handsize.
There is an unlimited number of palaces in each color; if
you run out of palaces, you can use a substitute.

There are two types of colorless cards: prestige cards and colorless
influence cards. Each prestige card corresponds to a different
advisor and is gained by earning that advisor’s favor over the
course of multiple visits (see “Ending a Visit” on page 7). Colorless
influence cards are part of the deck and can be in your starting
hand or taken from the display when you withdraw.

Withdrawing

If you do not wish to influence the court (or you have no remaining
cards in hand matching the color in your row), you withdraw from
the visit. As a result of withdrawing, you check for majority, and
might take tokens from the court, place palaces, and score points—
but you can no longer participate in that visit.

Majority
Compare the cards in your row to each opponent with cards in his
or her row. If among all players you have the most in any court
member (not counting ties) and that member’s matching token is
still in its seat, claim that token by placing it in front of you and
immediately resolving its effect (see “Court Effects” on page 6).
Each court member’s token can be claimed only once per visit. If
another player has claimed a token, you cannot have majority
with that member of the court until the next visit.
When you withdraw, you claim only tokens matching court
members in your row. You cannot claim tokens for any court
members not in your row.
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Court Effects

Determining Majority Example

This section explains each of the court member’s token effects.
When an effect causes you to score points, advance your score
marker along the track accordingly. After determining majority and
taking your tokens, resolve them in this order:

1. The Advisors
Lena

Greg

For each advisor token you place in front of you,
place one of your palaces on an open city in the
current province. A city is open if it has no palaces or
only the crown palace on it. If you place a palace on
an open city where a bonus token is, claim that token.

Nicole

1. On their first turns of the visit, Lena, Greg, and Nicole
all influence the court by playing one card each.

2. Bonus Tokens
Lena

Greg

For each bonus token claimed during this visit, resolve
its effect as explained below. If placing palaces causes
you to take more than one bonus token, resolve them
one at a time in the order of your choice.

Nicole

2. On their second turns, everyone again influences the
court (Greg and Lena play one card each, while Nicole
plays two cards).

The General
& Princess

Card: Draw the top card of the deck and add
it to your hand.
Points: Score the number of points shown.

Lena

Greg

Nicole

Commodity: Score one point plus one
point for each matching commodity you
already have.

3. On her third turn, Lena withdraws. She has majority
in the Grand Mogul and takes the crown. She does not
have majority in the princess or general, so she does not
take those tokens.

Greg

When you claim a bonus token, place it faceup in front of you,
where it remains until the end of the game. If it is a commodity
(gems, rice, spices, or tea), score one point. Then, score one point
for each commodity on your other bonus tokens or province tokens
that matches the commodity on the token you just scored.

Nicole

3. The Grand Mogul

4. After Lena withdraws, Greg takes his third turn by
playing a card. Then Nicole withdraws. She has
majority in the elephant and the vizier, so she takes the
province token and the vizier token from their seats. She
does not have majority in the general, so she does not
take that token.

When you take the crown, place it under one of
your palaces to create the crown palace, then place
it on a city in the current province. The crown
palace is different from other palaces and follows
The Grand Mogul
these placement rules:
be placed on any city in the current province, not just
´´ Itancan
open city.
you place the crown palace on a city with a bonus
´´ When
token, do not claim that bonus token.

Greg

Unclaimed monk token

4. Score Palaces

5. On his fourth turn, Greg withdraws. Of the remaining
court members, he has majority in the general and the
princess, so he takes those tokens. The monk did not
appear in any player’s row this visit, so it stays in its seat.
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If you placed at least one palace (including the crown palace)
during this visit, score one point regardless of how many palaces
you placed. Then, score one additional point for each other
province through which you can trace an uninterrupted line of
your palaces via roads from the current province (see “Connecting
Provinces Example” on page 7).

5. The Elephant
When you take the province token from the
pedestal, place it faceup in front of you, where
it remains until the end of the game. Score one
point for each commodity on it.

Scoring Commodities Example
1. During the third visit, Nicole claims a rice
and a tea bonus token, so she scores two
points (one point for each new token).

The Elephant

Then, score one point for each commodity on
your bonus tokens or other province tokens that matches the
commodities on the province token you just scored.

2. During the fifth visit, Nicole claims
another rice bonus token. She scores
one point for the new rice token, and
she scores one additional point for the
rice token she already has.

Connecting Provinces Example

3. During the sixth visit, Nicole claims
a gems bonus token, and scores one
point for it. Because she doesn’t already
have any gems, she has no matching
commodities to her incoming token and
scores no additional points.
4. Also during the sixth visit, Nicole scores
two points for claiming the province
token (one for each commodity on it),
and then scores three additional points
for the bonus tokens she already has
that match the commodities on the
province token.

After Withdrawing

After you withdraw, return all prestige cards in your row to your
hand and discard all remaining cards in your row. You cannot take
any more turns this visit.

1. Lena (blue), withdraws first. She places the crown
palace and scores one point for placing at least one
palace in the current province this visit. Lena can’t
trace an uninterrupted line to any of her palaces in
other provinces, so she scores no additional points.
2. Nicole (red), withdraws next. She scores one point for
placing at least one palace this visit. She also scores
two points for connecting to two other provinces.
3. Greg (yellow) withdraws last. He places one of his
palaces on the same city as Lena’s crown palace. He
places his other palace on another city and takes the
bonus token from it. He scores one point for placing at
least one palace this visit and two additional points for
connecting to two other provinces.

Then, choose two influence cards to take from the display and
add them to your hand. If you are the last player to withdraw, you
take the only remaining card. If you withdraw on your first turn
(without playing any cards), take two cards from the display and
draw the top card of the deck, adding them all to your hand.
After all players have withdrawn, the visit ends.

Ending a Visit

If you have two advisor tokens of the same type at the end of a visit,
you must return them to the supply and take that advisor’s matching
prestige card (either from the supply or another player’s hand) into
your hand. If you already have that prestige card, you must still
return the tokens to the supply, and you keep the card in hand.
If a crown palace was placed this visit, remove the crown from
underneath the crown palace and return it to its seat. Leave the
palace it was underneath in its city.
Then, pass the first player marker clockwise and proceed to the
next visit (see “Preparing for a Visit,” on page 5). If the twelfth visit
just ended, proceed to final scoring.
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2-Player Rules

Prestige Card Effects
The prestige cards have the following effects:

Taj Mahal takes place at a time in India’s history when political
unrest was on the rise. When playing Taj Mahal with only two
players, unrest is a factor that both players must account for.

Might: Treat this card as a colorless
influence card with one elephant.

Unrest

Knowledge: Treat this card as a colorless
influence card with one
Grand Mogul.

Nobility: Immediately score two points.

At the end of each player’s turn, resolve unrest by drawing the
top card of the deck and placing it faceup near the board separate
from the display. As cards accumulate in unrest, arrange them sideby-side so they are visible to both players. When you withdraw,
compare the cards in your row to those in your opponent’s row
and to the cards in unrest.
When you resolve unrest and the drawn card is of the same color as
another card already in unrest (not colorless), instead of adding the
drawn card to unrest, discard it and resolve a protest.

Enlightenment: Treat the card that
was played with this card as matching the
color of the first card in your row.

Protests

Remember to return any prestige cards in your row to your hand at
the end of each visit.

End of the Game

To resolve a protest, compare the cards in unrest to the cards
in each player’s row. If any court members appear most in
unrest, remove any matching tokens from their seats and set them
aside. If the cards in unrest tie with either or both players, do not
remove the token from its seat.
After resolving a protest, discard all cards in unrest. Only one
protest can occur each visit, so do not draw any more cards for
unrest for the rest of this visit.

After the twelfth visit, the game ends. For final scoring you score
additional points for the cards in your hand as follows:

If both players withdraw before a protest has been resolved,
discard all cards in unrest and proceed to the end of the visit
without a protest.

one point for each colorless card (both colorless
´´ Score
influence cards and prestige cards).
one color (not colorless). Score one point for each of
´´ Choose
your cards of that color.

At the end of the visit, if the protest set aside the province token,
return it to the box; return any other set-aside tokens to their seats.

Players then compare point totals, and the player with the most
points wins!
If there is a tie, the tied players compare how many total cards they
have left in their hand. The tied player with the most cards wins. If
there is still a tie, the tied players share the victory.
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